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Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U8s

Session 5: Receiving

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Touch with ball/control
-Using various parts of the body
-Agility/balance

Activity 1

JUGGLING (10-15min)
Each player tries to keep
their balloon
or beach ball up in the air
using any
body part except for hands.
Count how
many touches. If it falls to
the ground,
pick it up try again.
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Activity 3

TOSS CONTROL CATCH
(15-20min)
4v4 in 40x30 yard area
(includes 5 yd. end-zone ).
Toss-receive catch (playing
w/ hands) to advance ball. If
ball drops to ground goes
to other team. Score by
receiving and catching in
your end zone with out
using hands.

Progression:
-Juggling in pairs
-One person serves ball to other
person to start

-Meet the ball with body surface
but then "retract/relax" to cushion
-Use all parts of body
-Moving to get in flight line of ball

Activity 2

SOCCER NEWCOMB
(10-15min)
20x15 (one yd. “dead
space” for net). 2
teams of 2 play tossreceive-catch over
the net. If caught point-if
hits ground
no point-toss it over. Allow
1 bounce.
Partner helps catch/control

Objectives

Progression:
-Start with hands to catch then
move to using no hands but body
parts to control ball to ground

-Get comfortable with other parts
of the body
-Decision making regarding what is
best body part to use
-Using both feet
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Follow object/ball with
your eyes.
-Move to get behind and in
line with it—don’t stretch
for it
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-How did you have to prepare to
get the ball?

-Move quickly to get
behind and in line with
flight of ball
-Select surface early
-“withdraw” on contact
DISCOVER QUESTION:
-What did you need to do when
receiving with your foot/ thigh,
chest

-Move to the ball
-Select surface early
-Look, get head up quickly
-Move to open space

Progression:
-Limited pressure on thrower at first
then more pressure
-Use two balls to create more
opportunities score

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points
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- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
Coaching reminder:
Part of our job is to continue
teaching sportsmanship. Ask:
What does it mean to be a good
sport? How can you be a good
sport and play hard at the same
time?
HOMEWORK:
Toss ball up in air and control after
first bound 10 times. Control
before first bounce 10 times.
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